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Customers using PagerDuty AIOps saw an average of 87% noise reduction and deployed automated incident

response 9x faster than existing solutions

SAN FRANCISCO--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- PagerDuty, Inc. (NYSE:PD), a global leader in digital operations management,

today announced the general availability of PagerDuty AIOps, a solution that delivers end-to-end automation, from

event ingestion through auto-remediation, to reliably process high volumes of data and events and resolve

incidents quickly. PagerDuty AIOps leverages machine learning (ML) and proprietary arti�cial intelligence (AI) to

optimize PagerDuty’s foundational data model, reducing complexity, automating more of the incident response

process, and preventing costly incidents.

The PagerDuty AIOps solution goes beyond servicing the needs of developers and distributed teams to also address

operations teams including network operations centers (NOCs), site reliability engineers (SREs), and ITOps. Every

moment wasted on unnecessary noise and manual diagnostic tasks delays incident response and puts both

customer experience and revenue at risk. On average, customers who participated in the early access release for

PagerDuty AIOps reduced noise by 87% and deployed automated incident response 9x faster than existing

solutions. Early access customers also experienced the ease of implementation compared to industry alternatives

that require months of setup and model tuning.

PagerDuty AIOps includes:
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Event correlation, noise compression, and triage context functionality freeing SREs and information

technology (IT) teams from managing multiple vendors and manual processes to a single powerful solution

that drives to resolution quickly.

End-to-end automation, from event ingestion through auto-remediation, to help teams shift from reactive to

proactive by capturing and actioning critical events before they become value-destroying incidents.

Advanced noise reduction features (available in our early access program) that group alerts across services

and allow customers to leverage both de�ned rules and machine learning to only surface the incidents that

matter.

A visibility console that gives operations teams a single source of truth to monitor and quickly manage all

incidents before major incidents occur with far-ranging business, IT, and �nancial impacts.

Global Event Orchestration, a powerful decision engine to enrich and control routing or trigger self-healing

actions.

With more than 700 integrations on the PagerDuty Operations Cloud platform, teams can trust PagerDuty's

automation-led, people-centric AIOps solution to help save time and money.

“PagerDuty AIOps is a game-changing solution, delivering fast time-to-value for our early access customers and

eliminating the need for di�cult- and expensive-to-implement event management tools and AIOps o�erings of the

previous generation,” said Jennifer Tejada, CEO and Chairperson at PagerDuty. “PagerDuty AIOps is deeply

integrated into our Operations Cloud platform, including our 700-strong integrations across our ecosystem. Our

customers can reduce their cost of operations, mitigate business risk, and improve productivity, allowing them to

focus their time on growth and innovation.”

As enterprises seek to maximize e�ciency with leaner teams, IT leaders are being asked to reduce total cost of

operations ownership, support revenue growth and innovation, and mitigate risk to protect customer trust. Unlike

other solutions in the market, PagerDuty AIOps is easy to implement and has a quick payback period without the

burden of a drawn-out, expensive implementation.

Supporting Quotes

“With a growing number of events, minimizing noise and toil is imperative, especially as organizations aim to

optimize their IT processes amid the current economic environment,” said Kiril Yurovnik, Technical Lead at Riski�ed.

“We’ve been using PagerDuty’s Global Event Orchestration as part of the early availability program, and the results

have been strong. Riski�ed has been able to scale noise reduction, especially from non-production environments,

saving our team valuable time to spend innovating on what’s next.”
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“PagerDuty solves our customers’ most mission-critical challenges, and delivers rapid value at every stage of

operational maturity,” said Sean Scott, Chief Product Development O�cer at PagerDuty. “PagerDuty AIOps enables

global event orchestration, and we don’t stop there — by providing automation at every step in the incident

management lifecycle, reducing noise and toil for not only dev teams but also centralized ITOps teams, PagerDuty is

revolutionizing the way operations work gets done in the modern enterprise.”

“IDC predicts that by 2026, 90% of large enterprise CIOs will use AIOps solutions to drive automated remediation

and workload placement decisions that include cost and performance metrics, improving resiliency, and agility,”

said Jevin Jensen, Research Vice President, Infrastructure and Operations at IDC. “By saving developers their most

precious commodity, time, AIOps can troubleshoot complex application stacks quicker and �nd anomalies, saving

hours. CIOs struggling with new complexities of cloud-native applications and multiple clouds should consider

implementing AIOps.”

To learn more about PagerDuty AIOps, generally available this week, click here.

About PagerDuty, Inc. 
 PagerDuty, Inc. (NYSE:PD) is a leader in digital operations management. In an always-on world, organizations of all

sizes trust PagerDuty to help them deliver a better digital experience to their customers, every time. Teams use

PagerDuty to identify issues and opportunities in real time and bring together the right people to �x problems

faster and prevent them in the future. Notable customers include Cisco, Cox Automotive, DoorDash, Electronic Arts,

Genentech, Shopify, Zoom and more. To learn more and try PagerDuty for free, visit www.pagerduty.com. Follow

our blog and connect with us on Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and Facebook. We’re also hiring, visit

https://careers.pagerduty.com/home to learn more.

Forward-Looking Statements 
 This press release contains forward-looking statements, including statements regarding the expected availability of

new functionality, including any anticipated bene�ts, results and future opportunities related thereto. These

forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve signi�cant risks, uncertainties

and other factors that may cause our actual results, performance or achievements to be materially di�erent from

results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this

release. For a complete list and description of such risks and uncertainties, see the company’s Annual Report on

Form 10-K, �led with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC” on March 16, 2023), in particular in the

section entitled Risk Factors, and in PagerDuty’s other �lings with the SEC.
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Investor Relations Contact: 

Tony Righetti 
 

investor@pagerduty.com 

 

SOURCE PagerDuty

Source: PagerDuty, Inc.
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